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NEXT MEETING
WHEN:

Tuesday 23rd February, 1982 at 8

WHEREt

St. Matthews Hall, Bridge Street, Kensington.

SUBJECT:

Mr. J. Wommersley, B.Sc., former Assistant Director (Botany)
Department of Forests, Papua/New Guinea will speak on
Orchids of Papua/New Guinea.

p.m.

As this is a lean month for flowers, please bring in any
Native Orchid in flower or bud.
Also Trading table, library, raffle, etc.
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The Annual General Meeting of N.O.S.S.A. will be held on Tuesday 23rd March,
at 8.00 p.m. prior to the ordinary monthly meeting.
Nominations for Committee
Nominations are required for:
President
Vice President
Honorary Secretory
Honorary Treasurer
Committee

(One
(One
(One
(One
(Two

Position)
Positioa)
Position)
Position)
Positions)

All sitting members can be re-elected. Mrs. Audrey Howe and Mr. Robert
Markwick have one year still to serve on the Committee.
Nomination forms are available from the Secretary or at the February
meeting, Completed forms must be lodged with the Secretary twenty-one {21)
days prior to the Annual General Meeting.

ERRATA
Please note in the January Issue, Page 15, in J.G.O. Tepper's list of
plant names and synonyms Caladenia delabata is shown to be synonymous
with Caladenia patersonii
this should be altered to be synonymous with
Caladenia dilatator.
FIELD TRIPS
The provisional schedule for field trips for 1982 is as follows:
24th April, , 1982

Saturday afternoon

Scott Conservation Park

19th June, 1982

Saturday afternoon

Para Wirra National Park

21st August, 1982

Saturday - all day

Port Vincent

25th September, 1982

Saturday afternoon

I3elair Recreation Park

23rd October, 1982

Saturday afternoon

Kersbrook

27th November, 1982

Saturday afternoon

Peter Creek

Williamstown

N.O.S.S.A. SHOW
At the November 1981 meeting members expressed their willingness to be
involved in the running of a N.O.S.S.A. Show on Saturday and Sunday 18th
and 19th September, 1982, at the Goodwood Orphanage Hall, Goodwood.
Well, 1982 is upon us and positive arrangements will now have to be made,
therefore members are asked to show in which areas they would be willing
to assist. Please do not feel that you cannot help because you have not
done this type of thing before, because neither have we.
Helpers will be required in the following areas:
Sell Admission Tickets
Man the Trading Table
Photographic Stand and Information Stand
Run the Afternoon Tea Stall
Mount a Display either on own or with partners
Assist with setting up on Show Day
For any information re the above, please contact either Les Nesbitt, Peter
Barnes or Reg Shooter.
FIELD TRIP TO MT. CRAWFORD FOREST

ee

26/12/81

R.J. Markwick

A perfect summer afternoon saw a dozen cars gather at Gumeracha for the
Society's last excursion for 1981. Visitors included Mark Clements, and
Mr. George Mitchener from England.
A short drive brought us to the Mt. Crawford Forest area. Here, amongst
native grasses and huge examples of ?(annorrhea tateena F. Meer., grew
numerous superb specimens of the greenish-brown colour-form of orthoceras
strictum, the wholly green colour-form was lees common, being represented
by only an occasional plant. Scattered throughout the area were many
seed-pods of yhelpaitra sp. and, occasionally, Cale enia sp. Nonorchidaceous flowers included species of Comesperma, Burchardia,
Dianella,
an
Welenbergia, Gompho14I)IyE, Dillwynia, Hpoxis,
Brunonia,
Craspedia, LeptospereyLa, and Sc2.2y2a.
__

Between here and Mt. Crawford the group lost cohesiveness, so not everyone
saw the Microtis parj,flora and M. unifoliaflowering there. Most,
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however, found their way to Mt. Gawler where a solitary flowering specimen
of Dipodium punctatum was discovered late in the afternoon.
Our thanks to Bob Bates who was leader for the day.

.

The pollination method of O. strictum L is both unusual and fascinating,
and, since it was the orchid most commonly seen on the day, a description
of the mechanics of the action is presented here as a matter of general
interest.
That eminent South Australian, Dr. R.S. Rogers, who contributed so much
to the study of Australian orchids, discovered that 0. strictum Is self
pollinating. He presented his findings in a paper read to the Royal
Society of S.A. on 12th June, 1913.
In describing the structure of the flower he noted that the dorsal sepal
is relatively large and hooded, enclosing within it the column and
diminutive lateral petals. The linear lateral sepals are spread
horizontally on each side. The labellum is thick and fleshy, and at
its base there is a large yellow gland. In the mature flower the
labellum lies closely reflected against the ovary.
In advanced bud, the front of the. hooded dorsal sepal is completely closed
by the labellum. The stigma is oval in shape with its short axis lying
horizontally. The front of the stigma is c' oncave and at its base there
is a funnel shaped depression. The back of the stigma presents a flat
surface with a 'central ridge extending down the long axis. The rostellum
is located=at' the top of the stigmatic plate and is slightly lower than
the anther tip. The lateral appendages of the column reach a little
higher than the rostellum, but not as high as the anther tip. Their free
ends incurve towards each other. The blunt point of the anther is
incurved over the rostellum, and if it is examined at this stage it will
be found that dehiscence has already commenced, as indicated by an oblique
slit in the front surface' of each chamber, through which pollen can be
seen. The pollen-masses are guarded by the anther-case behind, the
stigma in front, and the lateral appendages at the sides.
When the flower expands the labellum descends and the rostellum bends
forward. Dehiscence of the anther is now completed. The pollen masses
drop, one each side of the aforementioned ridge, and are held in
position by the column appendages.
The pollen masses then adhere to the back of the stigma. During this
process there is a general softening of the stigmatic plate and some of
the pollen grains germinate. Numerous pollen-tubes penetrate the rear of
the stigma and at this stage the rostellum collapses onto the front
surface of the stigma. The labellum once more rises up in front of the
column. The prominent yellow gland at its base fits exactly into the
middle of the stigma, pressing it back against the pollen masses. The
margins of the dorsal sepal now curl inwards and envelope the edges of
the labellum. Thus the whole of the sexual apparatus is shut off and
sealed against external influences. In this manlier O. strictum is
fertilized.
Dr. Rogers believed the effectual sealing up to be the important function
of the labellum and its gland. Since Orthoceras blooms in extremely
hot weather, it woeld seem desirable that the sexual parts should be
kept moist until fertilization has been definitely effected. He was
unable to verify R.D. Fitzgerald. 's theory that subsequent pollination
was affected by an erosion of the front of the stigma until the pollen
gains access to that surface. Nor did he note any curling back of the
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stigmatic margins, so as to bring the front surface into contact with the
pollen, such as occurs in some of the The1ymitr,s. 80 far as he was able

to determine, the pollen grains did not come into actual contact with the
stigmatic exudation, so he was at :a loss to explain the actuating cause of
their germination.
Orchids Seen
Dipodium punctatum
Microtis parviflora
M. unifolia

Caladenia sp.
Thelymitra sp.

Orthoceras strictum
A CHECKLIST OF SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CALADENIAS'

R. Bates

Since the formation of N.O.S.S.A. there has been an upsurge of interest
in the South Australian native orchid sPeeieS and their accepted names.
The 3rd edition of J.M. Black's Flora of South Australia (1978) saw a
number of changes in nomenclature and status of some species. This has
aroused a great deal of interest and discussion among 'orehidologists'
resulting in renewed investigations into status, species concept and

distribution. W.M. Curtis "A Students Flora of TasMania", 4a, (1980) and
N. Halle, "Flora New Caledonia" (1977) have also made changes. Although
it now appears that many of these changes will not be accepted they have
been valuable because of the interest they have aroused.
We. can expect a number of 'revisions' in mamas genera in the next few
years and more detailed checklists are being prepared but this simplified.
list of 'accepted' (to use the word loosely) South Australian Caladenias
is an interim one designed to remove some of the confusion of present
usage. Each accepted name is underlined and is followed in some cases by
the better known synonyms or those of local significance. There are
footnotes explaining why some names have been chosen ahead of others or
why some names have been omitted. No new combinations are made!

C.angustata Lindl. (1840)
C. bicalliata R.S. Rogers (1909)
2
Bates (1978)
Synonym: C. filamentosa var. bicalliata (Rogers) Weber
C. catenata (Set) Bruce (1917)
Synonyms include Arethusa catenata Sm. (1801), C. carnea R. Br. (1810),
C. carnea var. attenuate W. Brinsley (1968)
C catenata var. gigantea (Rogers) Curtis (1980)
Synonym: C. carnea var gigantea Rogers

f 1 21.ayi.221a A. Cunn ex Lindl. (1840)
C. congesta R. Br. (1810)
C. cucullata Fitzg. (1876)
C. deformis R. Br. (1810)
Synonym: C. deformis var. albiflora tenth. (1873)
C. dilatata R. Br. (1810)
Synonym: C. pulcherrima F. Mean. (1866) (in part)
C. dilatata var. concinna H.M.R. Rupp (1928)
Synonym: C. toxochila Tate (1886)'
C. filamentosa R. Br. (1810)
Synonyms: C. filamentosa var. tentaculata Rogers (1922)
C. tentaculata Tate (1889)
C..._gLogi.211t.1 Rogers (1907)
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C. latifolia R. Br. (1810)
C. leptochila Fitzg. (1882)
C. menziesii R. Br. (1810)
Synonyms: C. macrophylla R.Br. (1810) ; Leptoceras men ;iesii (R. Br.)
Lindl. (1840)
C. ovata Rogers (1909) 5
C. patersonii R. Br. (1810)
Synonyms: C. arenaria Fitzg. (1878), C. audasii Rogers (1927), C. behrii
Schltdl. (1847), C. pulcherrima var.paters.onii. (R.Br.) Teprer (1880)
A number of varieties have been collected in South Australia, i.e.
C. patersonii var. concolor (Fitzg.) Willis (1956), C. patersonii var.
pallida (Lind!) Reichb. f. (1871), C. patersonii var ° longicauda (Lindl)
Rogers (1920), C. patersonii var. suaveolens Nicholls (1940) but as
C. patersonii is such a variable species and its 'varieties' so
unstable it is considered best to treat all these as forms only.
C. pusilla W.M. Curtis (1980) 6
Synonym: C. carnea var. pygmaea Rogers
C. reticulata Fitzg. (1882)'
Synonym: C. huegelii var. reticulate (Fitzg.) Weber & Bates (1978)
C. affin reticulata
Previously applied names: C. huegelii sensu. Weber & Bates 1978;
C. fitzgeraldii sensu Goldsack (1952) non. Rupp 1942
C. rigida Rogers (1930) 8
Synonyms: C. huegelii var. rigida (Rogers) Weber & Bates 1978;
"C. candida" Tepper (unpublished)
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tessellata Fitzg. (1876)
Synonym C. cardiochila Tate (1887)
C. x tutelata Rogers (1907)
(Glossodia major x C. deformis)
C. x variabilis Nicholls (1950) 1'0
(C. patersonii x C. tessellate.)

Omitted Species: C. caerulea R.Br. does not appear to occur in South
Australia and no collections have been seen by the author. C. huegelii_
Reichb.f. (1871) * no S.A. material matches this species. C. radialis
Rogers (1927) - S.A. plants do not match plants of
radialis seen by
the author in W.A. The S.A. plants are most likely C. dilatata var.
concinna x C. fila.mentosa.
Footnotes:
1.

C. angustata may prove to be a synonym of
g
C.gracilis R.Br. (1810).
It was treated as such by rte ichenbach in 1871.

2.

C. bicalliata would seem to fit the concept of species and not a
variety of the closely related C. filamentoua with which it
sometimes occurs without interbreeding. The varieties of
C. filamentoua all possess long filamentous sepals and C. bicalliata
does not and I believe this distinction is enough to separate the
two species. C. bicalliata is also self pollinated while
C. filamentoua is insect pollinated.

3.

These plants may better be regarded as mere forms of C. catenate.
Plants agreeing with the. description of C. catenate. var. minor
(Hookf.) Curtis have also been collected in S.A.

6.
4.

If regarded as a species the name C. toxochila may be re-instated.

5.

This taxa is very close to C.1.12EItmelL14. It will possibly be
reduced to a variety of that species.

6.

It is probably more satisfactory to treat these plants as a
variety of C. catenata.

7.

On a recent trip to W.A. the author was able to observe a range of
Peichbf. in that State. The disparity between
e
forms of C. hue glii
c.hueqe1ii and C. reticulate makes it desirable to treat them as
C. huegelii from
distinct species. The plants previously known as _
S.A. belong to an undescribed taxon.

S.

C:. rigida is quite distinct from the West. Auet. C. huemlii in the
fresh state. Though it is similar to C. reticulate the species do
not interbre ed and appear to be pollinated by different insects.
Further work is needed on this complex.

9.

Some consideration has been given to the fact that C. tessellate
and C. cardiochila may be separate species.

10. There are many putative hybrids among the S.A. Caladenias and these
have been listed elsewhere in this Journal (October, 1981). There
are also a number of undescribed taxa, but as these have been pOOrIY
collected and studied they are not likely to be named in the near
future.
POLLINATION BEF.AVIOUR ON PTEROSTYLIS BISETA

P.J. Kermode

All of my plants had died back by early November except one plant of
Pterostylis biseta which I placed in the shaaehouse and promptly forgot.
I happened to note that as the flowers developed up the stem and the
basal leaf rosette died off that one of the flowers became pollinated.
This led me to think that the plant was self-pollinating.
eh-

se

At any time there are flowers in various stages of development from
completely died off to just developing (my plant had seven flowers at
various stages of growth). The flower pollinated was the third on the
stem so I was of the opinion that the insect had pollinated the plant
with the pollen from the same flower, if it was insect pollinated.
On Saturday 7th November I noticed an insect flying frantically around
the plant. This appeared to be a gnat of some kind and on further
observations during the day it was seen to approach the plant on many
occasions. It is a very fast flying insect which is hard to pick up in
normal flight, but seems to hover in front of the labellum in the open
position. Quite frequently it had a hard time of things when buzzed by
blowflies or the smaller housefly, but it was very persistent and
succeeded in approaching the plant on numerous occasions.
On the first day of observation I noted on two occasions that the insect
either alighted on or touched one of the sensitive hairs on the labellum
and was forcibly thrown into the galea of the plant. It seemed to be
upset by this and then quickly tried to escape from the flower. On
Sunday, when observing, there were now two mature flowers, the second
having opened to the full extent overnight. On one occasion I saw two
insects trying to compete. There does not appear to be much benefit to
the insect as it does not stay in the plant for any length of time (10-d0
secs.) Possibly the attraction is a chemical one and the plant mimics
the insect in some manner.

The insects from the previous day appeared to be flying around the plant
.gain. The labellum is a fascinating insect trap which moves quite fast
to trap the insect, possibly the speed depending on the age of the flower.
Once triggered it moves through approximately . 180 0 andstays against the
plea holding the insect a prisoner. Not all attempts are successful,
and sometimes other insects such as flies trigger the 'plant and are not
caught. The labellum resets itself in about 5-6 minutes, relaxing slowly
rem the vertical position through 90 then swiftly through the last 90Q
as gravitation takes hold.
NEW BOOK

R. Bates

AFIELDGUIDETO NEWZEALANDNATIVE

ORCHIDS, by Dorothy Cooper, published
by Price Milburn for the Wellington Orchid Society.
This delightful, attractively presented book of one hundred pages contains
excellent drawings (by the author) of over forty species and the eighteen
colour plates include species not previously illustrated in a colour
publication.
The text itself is most readable and pleasantly free of errors. The
author holds a science degree and as could be expected the wealth of
information about the New Zealand orchids is botanically quite correct.
The author includes notes on pollination, ecology and nomenclature and
up-dates the names of some species.
The commoner species are briefly described and notes are g iven on the
habitat and distribution of these. A calendar of flowering times for each
species is given and a valuable bibliography included. There are no keys
to assist with determinations in the field but the reader is referred to
the Flora of New Zealand Vol. II by Lucy B. Moore, for these.
The most disappointing aspect of the book for me was the way some of the
species, particularly those less well known ones are dismissed in two or
three lines and others barely mentioned at all. I believe that the
usefulness of the book would have been greatly increased both as a field
guide and as a source of information to the general orchid enthusiast
if line drawings had been included for all species. Nevertheless if used
in conjunction with the Flora of New Zealand Vol. II it should prove a
most valuable book.
METHODS AND MADNESSOFAN ORCHIDOLOGIST

R.C. Nash

As mentioned previously I have hadthis species multiply up to nine times
in one year. The medium 'used to obtain this high increase was based upon
my old Red Gum sawdust mixture, being a 50-50 composition with sand as. the
other medium. Also the plants were leaf sprayed about every two weeks
with Urea plus. That Urea had far better qualities than that obtainable

today.

My local plants were collected in 1947 as three plants with tubers and
three plants without tubers, all survived and multiplied. Twice since
1964 I have deliberately and drastically reduced the numbers of this
plant in my collection only to have it quickly multiply up again. Lately
I have taken to throwing away those plants that do not appear to be
healthy looking, this is reducing the numbers- a little. At the place
where I made the above collection this species still thrives in numbers
and over a large area. No matter how much I have tried to improve the
size and colour of these cultivated plants I always find one in the wild
that is equal of the best I have managed to grow. This is good in one
way for it proves that cultivating this species does not destroy its
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basic form, but if I had set out upon a. programme of plant breeding then
I think the answers would be different.
Once in 1965 I planted out large numbers of the local Pt. curta into various
selected bushland areas. In 1967 only one small group was found to be
still surviving and these were small flowered and of a pale yellow to green
colour, later they had vanished completely. From this I came to the
conclusion that cultivating this species had removed something from its
vigor.
About 1964/5 I gave a pot of the local Pt. curter to a friend who later
passed it on to a third person who then grew these plants in a fern house.
I believe this person eventually had these plants flowering during
December. Maybe this person is now a member of N.O.S.S.A., if so, how
about a report to the Editor?
In my experience with the local Pt.... curta I have found it to be quite
willing to grow on into early January and at this time new plants will
show through thus keeping such a pot interesting for the whole year
through. To do this it is necessary to put such plants in a well lit
but well shaded locality and water each day during the late spring until
late summer. A word of warning if you do try this idea, small mite-like
insects will just thrive in these donditions resulting in much damage to
your plants, so you will have to take some action to discourage these
creatures. Although I have kept the plants growing throughout the year
I have never been able to get them to flower any earlier than late July
or later than early November. I am sure someone will be able to extend
this flowering period and maybe one day will exhibit a potful of
flowering plants at the March meeting.
The eastern Australian form of Pt. curta that I .have came from near
Newcastle and along the coast near Nowra in New South Wales. At first
these plants showed no desire to multiply but since 1976 have been out
to catch up to and beat the local form in numbers produced. This year,
1981, something has however gone wrong, for only about half the plants
have shown. I suspect that this maybe traced to the humus material I
have been using as this complaint is not restricted to this species form,
as other plants are suffering the same fate. I suspect the type of
Casuarina material that I have been so liberally spreading about on my
pots.
The eastern form of Pt. curta does seem to like a warm and sunnier position
than our local form, it also makes quite a show en masse. In 1980 I had
quite a number of plants throw almost white flowers e this I think, may
have been due to either the insecticide I was applying to the compost, or
again, it may have been due to soil chemistry, if it were the latter, then
it may mean that some interesting colours will be produced in the future.
Both forms of this species do produce large, well shaped and coloured
flowers if fed correctly, but the plants need plenty of room to expand
into. By this I mean a large volume of compost to each plant in the pot.
Many years ago I saw a photograph in a .magazine of Pt. curta showing a
group of flowering plants that had been taken somewhere in the Grampian
Mountains of Victoria. The most striking item shown in this photo was
the multiple flowers on the stems of these plants, some plants had four
or five flowers on their. stems. During my experiments with potting
mixtures etcetera, that I made many years ago, I managed to get many
plants to produce two flowers per stem with an occasional plant with
three flewers. Here is something for you to try if you wish and if you
succeed it would give me great pleasure to know all about the event, as
other readers of this Journal would.

Before I close on ptscurta I would like to say that I have used both
forms in my experiments in hybridizing the ,pterostylis, some have beet
very successful and later I hope to discuss these separately,
The next plant, l" wish to .discuss is pt. peduncul4a, again named by
Robert Brown. As children we used to call this plant the Maroon Hood
Orchid and they were to be found hidden under hushes. One girl showed
me a .nice comPact colony of this species under a bush in Garnet Avenue,
Blackwood, about 1947, and it was from this group of plants that T
obtained a few which were tried in the old,horee manure and sand. mixture
mentioned earlier. Descendants of the above plants still survive in my
collection - they were almost lost to. the mottling disease once, lout I
have successfully bred this out of them. The original colony was
destroyed some twentyyears ago when the adjacent land was developed for
housing. This species multiplies up to about five times in a season if
cared for,and in my experience thrived in the old Red Gum sawdust
mixture as used for Pt. meta. Urea was applied to the leaves with good
results.
I have seen many colour forms in this species, ranging from almost black
topped flowers to green and through to a brie* red. There appears to bc
plenty of scope here for breeding these colours in the future. I hope
someone takes up this challenge.
In my experience with this species I have found that plants from
different areas perform differently in my garden collection. Sometime
the flowers from. one area will ell.be pollinated while those flowers from
a different area in an adjacent pot will have none set. Even when hand
pollinated I have noticed quite a difference in the apparent` quality of
the seed from differing areas. The seed can however be very viable and
often this species will appear in places where it should not be. If
left in any pot which should house some other species, then one runs the
risk of ending up with Pt. Pedunculata only in that pot. So along with
any interloping pt. curta, these plants should be removed as soon as they
are recognized.
Some forms of this species in my collection have failed to make headway
during the past few years, this I blame upon the topping material I have
been using. Other forms are unconcerned with topping material and are
thriving. This is the sort of thing that is worrying and tends to upset
one, when growing these interesting Native plants.

Pt.

curta, Pt pedunculata does not thrive too willingly in an
Unlike
almost pure sandy mixture or those containing a high content of humus,
other than the Red Gum mixtures. Here at Blackwood the preference is for
a mixture of seven (7) parts of sand to three (3) parts of aged humus.
These plants like a little to a lot of direct sunlight, not an over-wet
compost and plenty of room to expand.
Again I have used this species in my hybrid experiments but the few
plants obtained failed after a year or so.
Let us now consider those plants that are called the cauline species,
e.g. pt. alata, Pt. scabra, Pt. revoluta, pt. truncate, Pt. obtuse, etc.
That is those species which in the flowering plants have no rosette
of leaves at the base of the stem or even a cluster of large leaves low
on the stem. The non flowering plants do however occur as very typical
rosetted individuals and are normally of a greater number in any colony.
Almost all of the above group like very well drained conditions and in
the wild state most species occur in dry locations. Two are normally
found in damp habitats, e.g. Pt._2212hell2 about waterfalls in the
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northern part .of,.the southern Highlands:. of New South Wales and the other,
Pt. tenuissima which is found in swamp land in often deep shade, in southwestern Victoria and the lower south-east of South Australia.
In cultivating these plants, other than the two last mentioned above, care
should be shown in preparing awell drained potting mixture, keeping this
mixture damp but not wet and allowing the plants to get a reasonable
amount of direct sun light. By, placing them in too much shadeone will
get nice large rosettes but few plants will flower.and few new tubers will
be made, in fact. in m y experience this is a good way to eliminate them.
The following potting method is a suggestion only and you may have to
experiment : and modify for your area. After putting some coarse drainage
material in the bottom of the pot, fill it to-about 5 cm from the top
with coarse to medium sand. Now place your tubers all near each other
about the centre of the pot, do not worry about them being too close, for
after the. .: first year the plants will have spread.. about and by the third
year most will be around the edges anyway. Cover the tubers with medium
to fine sand to about 1 or 2 cm. On top of this place a mixture of eight
to nine parts of sand and one to two parts of aged humus material of
either or some or the lot of the following -peat, Eucalyptus sawdust,
well rotted bush litter or "Gardenitis
7C., On the very top place a thin
layer of topping material which should be removed every two or so years
and replaced with fresh.
I do not recommend the repotting of these plants each year, leave them as
long as you can for crowding does seem to encourage several of these
species to flower. During the growing period give these plants between
two to four hours direct sunlight per day. This maybe broken up by
various shade patterns as the sun moves across the sky -or more or less all
in one lump. As motioned before, too much shade is detrimental to the
successful culture of most of these species.. With ample sunli ght your
plants may not become, giants but your chances of getting large. increases
in numbers .is greatly enhanced. As mentioned before, to find out what
suits these species in your area, will require some experimentation and
please keep notes on what you do.
Continued next month
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